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Executive Summary 
Unitarian Universalism is a liberal religious movement that welcomes all people. The Unitarian 

Universalist Association (UUA) unites Unitarian Universalist congregations, communities, and 

individuals, and supports them in their quest for compassion, tolerance, and justice. We unite in 

our Association to provide services and share resources in ways that individual congregations 

would not be able to do alone. Together, we build a better world. 

The work of the UUA falls into two broad categories. The first is service to Unitarian Universalist 

(UU) congregations, communities, and individuals. The second is service to the larger world 

through advocacy and action. Using those two categories as an outline, this report will detail our 

work over the past year and the critical role of the UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock plays in 

our success. 

As an organization, we are most proud of our storied history of innovation. As an Association, 

and as a movement, we have led the charge for social justice, created new ways to worship, and 

provided the liberal, religious voice our society needs. We also work to ensure that we are 

rapidly responding to the needs of our congregation and our world.  

During the past year, we have encouraged innovation in three main ways: supporting creative 

leadership; using cutting-edge technology; and fostering community interdependence.  

Some highlights of this work include:  

Supporting Creative Leadership: 
 Building new types of leadership schools; 
 Developing a training program in collaboration with the UU Ministers Association 

and leading business school faculty that will help our creative ministers become 
effective entrepreneurs and innovators; 

 Supporting the growing leadership of our youth and young adults through new 
programming like our Summer Seminary. 

Using Cutting-Edge Technology: 
 Reaching out to our constituents where they are via blogs and social media; 
 Creating virtual training modules for religious educators;  
 Developing new video resources; 
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 Supporting Innovative Learning Circles, online small groups for leaders. 

Fostering Community Interdependence: 
 Connecting UU congregations and individuals with a passion for diverse, 

multicultural leadership and community through our second annual Mosaic Makers 
Conference and the Finding Our Way Home retreat; 

 Creating mentoring programs between congregations and ministers; 
 Supporting for military members and their families. 

The exciting initiatives mentioned above are intentionally highlighted within the Report on 

Funded Activities that follows as a helpful and convenient way to identify our most innovative 

efforts.  

Our UUA is proud to be at the forefront of innovations in ministry and worship, supporting 

growth and depth in our congregations. Thanks to this dedication to new ideas and new 

programs, fiscal year 2015 may be our best yet. We are especially excited about our move to a 

new headquarters, innovations in the way we build relationships with our constituents, and our 

renewed dedication to social justice work. 

The UUA is deeply grateful for the support of the UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock. Thanks to 

this grant and the continued support of congregations and individuals, the UUA has been able to 

do more than ever to help Unitarian Universalism lead and thrive.  
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Fiscal Year 2014: Report on Funded Activities 

Brief Organizational Background  

History 
The UUA is a religious organization that combines two traditions: the Universalists, who 

organized in 1793, and the Unitarians, who organized in 1825. They consolidated into the UUA 

in 1961. Our Association is comprised of more than 1,000 congregations in the United States, 

Canada, and overseas. Each of them is democratic in polity and operation; they govern 

themselves. Together, we share the life-saving message of Unitarian Universalism with the 

world.  

Structure 
We are committed to the right of conscience and the use of the democratic process within our 

congregations and in society at large. In accordance with this commitment, our congregations 

elect a Board of Trustees that governs the Association. At General Assembly, our annual 

business meeting, delegates vote on trustees as well as on Association issues. Other elected 

leaders include the moderator, who presides at the General Assembly and at meetings of the 

Board of Trustees and represents the Association on special occasions; a financial advisor who 

sits on the Board; and an elected president. The president, the chief operating officer, the 

treasurer, and the nine other members of the Leadership Council manage the day-to-day 

business of the Association. 

Purpose 
According to the UUA Bylaws Section C-2.2, “Purposes,” 

The Unitarian Universalist Association shall devote its resources to and exercise 
its corporate powers for religious, educational and humanitarian purposes. The 
primary purpose of the Association is to serve the needs of its member 
congregations, organize new congregations, extend and strengthen Unitarian 
Universalist institutions and implement its principles. 

The Association and its member congregations covenant together to affirm and promote seven 

principles: 

The inherent worth and dignity of every person; 
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Justice, equity and compassion in human relations; 
Acceptance of one another and encouragement to spiritual growth in our 

congregations; 
A free and responsible search for truth and meaning; 
The right of conscience and the use of the democratic process within our 

congregations and in society at large; 
The goal of world community with peace, liberty and justice for all; 
Respect for the interdependent web of all existence of which we are a part. 

The UUA honors these principles and purposes by creating and sharing programs and initiatives 

to support our congregations, and by reaching beyond our congregations to engage with those 

who share our values.  

Membership and Demographics 
The UUA recognizes 1,047 congregations in the United States, Canada, and overseas as member 

congregations. Our current adult membership, as of April 2013, is 159,086. Overall, 426 

churches grew, 434 declined, and 164 reported exactly the same number of members as the 

year before.  

We are dedicated to racial and economic diversity on our board and staff. As such, we do not ask 

board members to specifically define their identities to the UUA before they are elected to the 

board. Our Association has 214 employees, of whom 65% are women and 35% men. Ethnically, 

our staff is approximately 2.3% Asian, 7.4% African American, 1.9% Hispanic or Latino, 1.4% 

Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander, and 84.3% white; 2.8% identify with two or more races. 
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Objectives, Outcomes, and Results 

Service to Congregations 

The Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA) helps congregations to grow and thrive. We equip 

Unitarian Universalists to inspire, to lead, to build beloved community, and to support lifelong 

development for all generations. 

Ministries and Faith Development 
The work of Ministries and Faith Development (MFD) goes to the core of the UUA’s work as we 

provide the resources, inspiration, and oversight that individual congregations cannot provide 

on their own.  

Our current top level strategic challenges include: 

1. Equipping ministers and other religious professionals to navigate new ways of 
connecting spiritually in and beyond congregations (including use of new media); 

2. Lifting up relevant, alive, and effective ways to engage our people in 
multigenerational faith formation (moving beyond curriculum production); 

3. Recruiting and supporting excellent religious professionals in a time of shrinking 
economic resources in support of ministry. 

The extensive work of this staff group is highlighted in the sections below: from Faith 

Development to the Strategic Plan for Professional Ministries. 

Faith Development 

The UUA’s Faith Development Office (FDO) equips individuals and communities with resources, 

coaching, and training to intentionally grow and sustain a dynamic, lived faith. Three objectives 

in our current work in Faith Development include supporting congregations, UU communities, 

and spiritual seekers by: creating access to curated resources; providing training on the use of 

various resources and best practices in faith development; and supporting the professional 

development of religious educators.  

During the past year, we created several new curricula to support these objectives.  

 Wi$dom Path: a 12-workshop program for adults that explores how our financial 
lives intersect with our religious, spiritual, and community lives; 
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 Building Bridges: a 22-workshop, yearlong program for 8th/9th grade youth on 
world religions; 

 Be the Change: a six-session multiculturalism/antiracism program for high school 
aged youth that provides an entry point for multiculturalism and antiracism for UU 
youth, and includes multimedia training and related resources; 

 Miracles: an eight-session multigenerational program that celebrates one of our 
sources: the beauty and wonder of science to be published late spring 2014; 

 Chalice Children: our most popular preschool program will be updated by the 
original author and placed online with the familiar Tapestry of Faith template; 

 Military Ministry Toolkit: a six-session program to help congregations and UU 
communities be more welcoming and supportive of military personnel, veterans, 
and their families. 

Tracking usage of an online curriculum is not easy. In 2014, FDO plans to launch a survey of 

religious educators that will include questions concerning usage of Tapestry of Faith. In the 

meantime, we have much anecdotal information on usage. We also can track the number of 

“hits” on the Tapestry pages launched on UUA.org over six years ago. Since September 2007, 

these pages have received over 5 million page views!  That’s over 12% of UUA.org’s total views 

over those six years. In the past year, with Tapestry well-established and almost complete, 

Tapestry’s 1.2 million page views account for almost 18% of all UUA.org page views. 

Besides the creation of curricula, Faith Development staff are involved in a wide selection of 

training programs, including: a “Supporting Youth Involved in Non-Suicidal Self Injury” webinar 

and discussion guide; training for OWL Trainers, leading to an increase in our trainer pool by 31 

candidates across the US; and new virtual training modules.  

In our effort to engage those outside our congregations, we are thinking creatively. Those who 

identify as “spiritual but not religious” are not the only people we can nurture: there are also 

those who seek a community through our congregations but sometimes cannot find a true 

home there. People of color sometimes fall into this category. We scheduled two conversations 

with congregants of color and asked them if they desired any additional resources. It became 

quite clear that many of those interviewed wanted to be in community with other UUs of color, 

and their congregation did not meet this need. The FDO responded by starting a virtual 

community of UUs of color. This community, with over 80 people registered, meets virtually 

each month and has a very active Google group for continued conversation. Despite 
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announcements about this group through UUA electronic communication channels, most of the 

growth has happened by word of mouth, highlighting the need to continue to publicize our 

work through a variety of means.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our increased online presence has resulted in an increased use of video. The OWL trainer and 

facilitator webinars will include videos specifically filmed to highlight the new material. The 

new Military Ministry Toolkit will include video testimonials. And we have expanded our virtual 

presence by putting popular but out-of-print resources online. 

The National Campus Ministry Association recently invited UUA participation in the form of a 

four-hour sexuality training for their members. This FDO program, a “Sexuality Toolkit for 

One of the most striking lessons of the past year involves the role of technology in 

faith development. We are seeing an extremely enthusiastic response to our 

increased virtual presence. Religious educators are asking for more entirely 

virtual and/or hybrid trainings. So this year we created our first 100% virtual 

Renaissance Module Training, a new approach to online trainings for religious 

educator leadership. We have always had good programs for religious educators 

who could afford to attend multi-day and expensive face-to-face trainings. 

However, we have also been aware that new, poorly paid, or more marginalized 

religious educators cannot access these resources. Therefore, we will be offering 

and expanding these virtual Renaissance Modules, which will allow us to provide 

the same level of training online instead of in person. We held our first 

Renaissance Module Training this year for several handpicked religious 

educators; those participants are now trained to lead and teach this virtual 

module themselves. There is starting to be an expectation that face-to-face 

trainings will be streamed or filmed for offsite participants to view later, at a time 

and place that suits them. 

Innovation: 

Virtual 

Trainings 
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Campus Ministers,” was well received. A longer version of this program is being planned and 

chaplains of other faiths are inquiring about bringing programs to their campuses. We are 

currently exploring ways to bring the Our Whole Lives (OWL) sexuality curriculum to more 

college campuses, through both UU and non-UU sponsored programs.  

Professional Development 

The Professional Development Office serves Unitarian Universalism by creating healthy, 

transformative, multigenerational, and diverse ministries and religious education. This office 

works to ensure that our professional religious educators and musicians are well-equipped and 

theologically grounded by providing advice and resources to congregations and professionals 

on matters relating to professional religious education leadership and music. 

The Ministerial Development Office provides career advice to ministers, maintains information 

on continuing education opportunities and sabbatical planning, leads workshops and events for 

the development of skills and insights for effective ministry, makes continuing education grants, 

and, in collaboration with others, develops processes, instruments, and models for shared 

ministry, conflict management, and professional evaluation. We work closely with first year 

ministers and host a First Year Seminar, which, in 2013, had 39 ministers in attendance (31 

parish, 6 community, 2 both).  

In September 2013, the Professional Development Office began experimenting with offering 

webinars to first year ministers and those in preliminary fellowship. Themes ranged from 

Health and Wellness to Smart Church Conflict Process. Thus far, we’ve offered four, with five 

more scheduled for 2014. The reception has been largely positive with attendance ranging from 

15 to 40+. Our hope is that this method of content delivery will allow for more spiritually 

grounded and creative use of our in-person time at the First Year Ministers’ Seminar scheduled 

for February 2014. This year, 41 ministers will attend the First Year Ministers Seminar, each of 

whom has the potential to affect innumerable congregants and members of the community. 

We held our first “Afterpastor Retreat” in November 2013. During our time together, the 20 

attendees shared their particular stories of what it means to minister in the wake of clergy 

sexual misconduct and other significant breaches of trust. They expressed tremendous 
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gratitude for the opportunity to form collegial connections and to have the space and time to 

reflect and think together about what it means to minister in this context. There were 22 

attendees at the Afterpastor Retreat, each serving congregations in excess of 150 members.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ministerial Credentialing 

The Ministerial Credentialing Office serves Unitarian Universalism by educating, supporting, 

and providing ongoing counsel to candidates seeking ministerial fellowship with the UUA.  

We count among our constituencies roughly 1,700 ministers in fellowship (including retirees). 

There were 121 ministers in search last year. About 115 are searching so far this year, though 

that number could still rise. Thirty-nine ministers were “settled” in congregations in FY13, in 

both senior and associate ministry positions (of ¾ time or more). Fifty-four congregations are 

currently seeking settlement for FY14. Seven congregations in both years were looking for 

developmental ministers. 

As of December 31, 2013, 19 ministers have entered into preliminary fellowship and 33 

ministers have obtained final fellowship in FY14. These numbers will increase by the end of the 

fiscal year. As of June 20, 2013, eight religious educators were credentialed in FY13 and 12 

more are anticipated in FY14. There were three music leaders credentialed in FY13 and six or 

This year we also held a professional training for our growing cohort of 

military chaplains. The UUA is leading the way in developing ways of creating 

spiritual resiliency among our armed service members, many of whom have 

endured multiple deployments over the past 12 years. For example, in 

collaboration with our partner organization, Soldier’s Heart, we have 

developed rituals of departure and return for chaplains and the people they 

serve. And in the spring of 2014, the Faith Development staff expects to 

publish a curriculum on building bridges between congregations and military 

members, their families, and veterans. 

Innovation: 

Military 

Ministry  
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seven more are anticipated in FY14. Although the Religious Educators and Music Leaders 

Credentialing Programs are comparatively small, they have had an impact on far more 

professionals than those who actually pursue and complete the programs. 

As of December 31, 2013, there are 217 candidates and 189 aspirants actively seeking 

ministerial fellowship. Of these 406 people, 270 are women (67%); 128 are men (32%); four 

are gender queer/transgender; and one is unknown. Forty-two aspirants and candidates (10%) 

self-identify as persons of color and/or from a traditionally marginalized community. Among 

ministers in preliminary fellowship, there are 174 women (67%); 82 men (32%); and three 

who are gender queer/transgender. There are 28 ministers (11%) of color/from a traditionally 

marginalized community. Last year, among ministers in search, there were 60 men, 60 women 

and 1 trans identified minister. There are 12 people who identify as people of color (9.9%), 21 

LGBTQ people (17.3%), and six people (4.9%) identified as having some disability. Ages of 

ministers in search ranged from 24-70. 

Transitions 

The Transitions Office supports congregations through ministry transitions as well as advising 

ministers in this process. Transitions also provides ongoing trainings for interim ministers, 

which has well served not only staff entering interim roles, but staff who will be working with 

an interim minister and others who are looking for more skills to apply to their current roles.  

We are working with Information Technology Services (ITS) staff to find and develop a new 

settlement system. And there has been a renewed interest in looking at ministerial transition 

from the position of an arc of care. We address the concern of how to hold a congregation 

throughout and beyond ministerial transition, a time when congregations most need support 

from the institution. Additionally, we’ve been able to work with ITS to make the system more 

manageable and less frustrating for all. Even as we start this process, simply being able to list 

congregations in transition by the kind of ministry they seek has been universally regarded as 

helpful.  
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Youth and Young Adult Ministries 

The Youth and Young Adult (YaYA) Ministries Office’s mission is to develop leaders of all ages 

who will create transformative faith homes for emerging generations. Key strategies for 

following this mission are: 

1. Communicating our vision through our blog (Blue Boat), social media, webinars, 
presentations, and direct consultations; 

2. Building networks of leaders, including youth leaders, religious professionals, and 
local young adult and campus ministry groups; 

3. Exploring new ideas and innovative ministries that will be more attuned to the 
Millennial generation. 

Our youth and young adult constituency is spread across the country in every UU faith 

community. Our largest physical gathering is at General Assembly, which had 260 youth 

attendees and 190 young adult attendees in 2013, representing an upward trend since 2011. 

Youth are high school aged or the equivalent for home-schooled students. Young adults are ages 

18-35. Both demographics include more people of color and more people who identify as 

LGBTQ than UUs as a whole.  

Following an extensive strategic planning process, YaYA has realized that our core mission is in 

developing leaders who can create a UU faith home for younger generations. In February, 2013, 

we estimated that youth were given the following leadership opportunities in the past 18 

months (in partnership with UUA districts and regions): 

 106 filled national or Associational leadership roles; 
 108 graduated from district or regional leadership schools; 
 229 attended district or regional youth trainings; 
 2,500 attended district or regional weekend conferences. 

Last year, the Youth and Young Adult office created the Luminary Leaders program to recognize 

youth who have taken on leadership roles in their congregations and beyond. We currently 

have more than 20 Luminary Leaders. In 2013, they were able to write for our Blue Boat Blog; 

participate in General Assembly worship planning and workshop presentations; and join virtual 

UUA focus groups to offer a youth perspective on UUA programs. We have all benefited from 

their perspectives and enthusiasm! 
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At the moment, the UUA is in regular contact with 47 young adult congregational groups and 

110 campus ministry groups, offering regular webinars, consultations, and electronic resources 

to grow these ministries. And for the first time, the UUA has created a network of professionals 

employed in youth ministry at the congregational level (about 75 total), which will enable the 

UUA to reach youth groups directly. Many of these professionals have already expressed how 

grateful they are to have this opportunity to connect with their peers. Our three nodes (Boston, 

Washington, DC, and Chicago) have started meeting up with one another as we continue to 

develop this service.  

While the UUA has often thought of itself as a service provider, YaYA is beginning to think of its 

role as an organizer of a network of local leaders. This includes inspiring them and building 

their capacity and commitment. It is why we are compiling databases of young adult leaders, 

youth leaders and youth ministry professionals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Story: 

Summer 

Seminary 

Another exciting new program in 2013 was our “Summer Seminary.” This 

program offered youth who were interested in becoming ministers, religious 

educators, or other religious professionals an opportunity to learn about career 

paths and discern their call to ministry in all its forms. The first year pilot 

program, in partnership with the New England Region, was a huge success. All 

16 participants rated their experience a 5/5 on the post-event surveys. 

Innovation: 

Summer 

Seminary 
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During FY14 we also developed an online “Stages of Young Adult Ministry” Quiz. This quiz for 

congregations places them in one of five stages of development for welcoming young adults, and 

points them towards resources that they can use. Over 160 UUs have taken the quiz so far, and 

many have joined Facebook groups to share their experiences as they grow together. 

Though some champion (or bemoan) the rise of online church in place of brick and mortar 

congregations, we have found that online and in person experiences do not replace one another. 

Rather, they complement and amplify one another, so that we can focus our increasingly 

valuable time together and make our virtual interactions more meaningful. We have woven this 

understanding into everything we do, including helping congregations experiment this fall with 

blended online/in-person “21st Century Youth Groups.” 

Church Staff Finances 

The Office of Church Staff Finance (OCSF) supports our UU congregations, religious 

professionals, and other staff by offering quality health, life, and disability insurance plans, a 

retirement plan, various compensation programs including fair compensation guidelines, and a 

variety of financial tools and advice. In addition, the OCSF manages and disburses sustentation 

and service gratuity funds. Access to quality insurance, a well-managed retirement plan, and fair 
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compensation recommendations helps our congregations embody our UU principles as 

responsible employers. We currently have: 

 3,200 participants in the UU Organizations Retirement Plan;  
 925 employees in our health plan; 
 880 employees in our dental plan; 
 1,155 employees in our disability insurance plan; and 
 877 employees in our life insurance plan. 

The Office of Church Staff Finances continues to closely monitor the roll-out of the Affordable 

Care Act while working to ensure a quality health plan for plan participants. The UU 

Organizations Retirement Plan was thoroughly revised during the past year. For the first time in 

close to 25 years, the UUA Retirement Plan Committee recommended significant changes to the 

UUA Board. The revised retirement plan was approved by the UUA Board in June 2013.  

Strategic Plan for Professional Ministries 

In last year’s grant, we outlined some strategies for further implementing the eight 

recommendations of Strategic Plan for Professional Ministries. The recommendations are: 

1. Aggressively recruit leaders;  
2. Support multicultural immersion learning;  
3. Re-imagine and evaluate our credentialing efforts; 
4. Expand transition systems; 
5. Support advanced learning for all religious professionals;  
6. Be more strategic in the use of scholarships and grants;  
7. Measure what is truly important; 
8. Partner with related UU organizations.  

Within the portfolio of the Ministerial Credentialing Office, one dimension of the 

recommendation to aggressively recruit leaders involved a significant upgrade of the Ministerial 

Credentialing Office website with a focus on outreach. This task was completed in FY13 and we 

have since been in contact with individuals interested in ministry as an outcome of the 

recruitment videos and information on the site.  

A second recommendation regarding support of multicultural immersion learning was also 

integrated into the work of the Ministerial Credentialing Office. We supported several students 

to participate in both UUA formally led and seminary inspired border crossing initiatives.  
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A primary recommendation of the Strategic Plan for Professional Ministries involved re-

imagining and evaluating our credentialing efforts. The Ministerial Fellowship Committee 

(MFC) was urged to remove the gate-keeping function of the Regional Sub-Committees on 

Candidacy, and this change was approved by the MFC and began in FY13. The UUA has 

partnered with the UU Ministers Association (UUMA) to offer a ministerial mentor for all 

aspirants who have had their candidacy postponed.  

Within the recommendations of the Strategic Plan, both the RE Credentialing and Music 

Leadership Certification programs went under review. We continue to assess the program, 

adjusting the course content each cycle to ensure that it remains fresh and relevant and 

contemplating changes such as adding a continuing education requirement. 

The RE Credentialing Program is undergoing a significant review in FY14 and FY15, in 

appreciation of the many ways in which the field of religious education is shifting. Everything 

from the entrance and completion requirements to the book list and the interview protocol are 

being revisited. Also a priority: making the process more user-friendly by clarifying documents 

and minimizing unnecessary bureaucracy.  

Another recommendation was to create training for developmental ministry. Developmental 

ministry is a relatively new term for congregations that wish to overcome patterns of conflict or 

decline. This includes models for congregations needing extended interim work, those that have 

hit "rock bottom" and need to do a major rebuild of the congregation, and also those 

congregations that are new and newer to full-time ministry. In particular, there is great need for 

a training for the ministers leading “rock bottom” congregations, especially where a 

congregation commits to making a change. Our congregation in Boulder, CO used a model of 

giving the minister a five-year contract which required a complete buyout if there was a move 

to let the minister go. This model will be suggested in the future for congregations in similar 

situations.  

There was a recommendation to support advanced learning for all professionals. The various 

staff team development initiatives included a fall webinar for ministers in preliminary 

fellowship; coordination with field staff and staff from the UU Ministers Association (UUMA) 
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to serve non-clergy professionals; and participation in the Excellence in Shared Ministry 

Implementation Team with professional organization members. 

The strategic plan recommended a more strategic use of scholarships and grants. We are 

continuing to advocate for more flexibility in use of continuing education funds and to maximize 

the impact of funds earmarked for religious educators. UUA seminary scholarship distribution 

was pooled into larger individual grants for promising and diverse candidates for UU ministerial 

fellowship. FY13 was the second year with this change in policy and several best practices were 

implemented to improve upon what was learned during FY12. 

Another recommendation of the Strategic Plan for Professional Ministries was to measure what 

is truly important. We are currently testing new evaluative tools linked to strategic planning. 

And finally, we were challenged to go deeper in our partnerships with other organizations. Our 

collaborations continue and are detailed in the “Collaborations” section (p. 63). 

The Ministerial Credentialing Office continues to develop a comprehensive in-care program that 

would be made available to all candidates for ministerial fellowship. This program would 

provide candidates with support and encouragement throughout the path of their fellowship. A 

curated curriculum to support the creation of such in-care programs is underway in 

collaboration with the Faith Development Office and the Living Into Covenant program of the 

Mountain Desert District, and is supported by a committee including field staff and ministers 

from around the country. 

 

 

 

 

 

MFD is working with the UU Ministers Association (UUMA) and the 

UUA’s Growth Office to create advanced training in entrepreneurial 

ministry. This effort will ultimately be a collaboration with established 

business schools and will involve a two year peer supported learning 

program as a part of a joint UUA/UUMA study series for ministers in 

final fellowship. We are living in a time that demands creative, 

visionary, and entrepreneurial ministerial leadership, and we are 

convinced this program will respond to that critical need. 

Innovation: 

Entrepreneurial 

Ministry 
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Congregational Life 
The Congregational Life staff group includes district and regional field staff and Congregational 

Stewardship consultants. The team serves our Association and the cause of Unitarian 

Universalism by cultivating connections between our covenanted congregations, inspiring and 

supporting new and innovative models of “doing church,” and coaching existing congregations 

to reach new levels of influence.  

Regionalization 

We are continuing the process of regionalization, streamlining the governance of our UUA by 

combining districts into regional groups. All of our field staff are now functioning in highly 

collaborative regional teams. This shift to better integrated and coordinated teams has brought 

an increased level of flexibility, creativity, efficiency, and alignment to our service delivery 

efforts. Administrative redundancies have been reduced and, most importantly, these larger 

and more collaborative teams have used this freed up capacity to increase direct programming, 

better adapt services to cultural uniqueness, and explore new technological means of service 

delivery.  

 

 

 

 

Another result of the move to regionalization is our ability to take advantage of 

cutting-edge technology. We have recently joined with the MidAmerica Region 

to create a new type of resource: 30 short videos that cover specific aspects of 

ministerial transitions available on YouTube. This is an exciting opportunity, 

because it allows us to reach more people, is entirely open for anyone to use, 

and is easy and low-cost. While we plan to continue creating similar resources, 

we also hope that others will take our lead and create their own videos related 

Innovation: 

Video 

Resources 
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Leap of Faith 

Leap of Faith is a year-long experience that pairs a healthy congregation aspiring to grow with a 

mentoring congregation that is already growing. The UUA piloted the Leap of Faith Initiative on 

a national basis for the past two years. Because of its success, the New England and the Pacific 

Western Regions are excited to bring Leap of Faith to their congregations. 

This year’s Leap of Faith program runs from August 2013-June 2014 and involves five inspiring 

and five mentoring congregations in New England and an additional seven pairs in the Pacific 

Western Region.  

  

 
Rev. Carolyn Patierno of All Souls New London, CT on Leap of Faith: “By bearing 
witness to another congregation’s journey, we’ve opened up new paths of joy, 
enthusiasm and mutual caring, pathways that even seekers venturing through 

our doors for the first time can see and feel.” 

Story: 

Leap of 

Faith 
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Leadership Training 

The Central East Regional Group (CERG) has initiated a congregational coaching program for 

“threshold congregations,” those on the edge of breaking through to a new level of commitment, 

mission, and growth. The first nine congregations are nearing the end of their program time, 

and CERG staff members are assessing the effectiveness of the program for this cohort. 

Many of these threshold congregations have also attended the Unitarian Universalist 

Leadership Team Institute. This common experience has enabled a large cadre of 

congregational leaders to work together with a shared understanding of the importance of 

mission, vision, vibrant worship, deep faith development, and intentional leadership formation 

that enabled them to begin their Threshold Congregation program with energy and focus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congregational Stewardship Network 

The UUA staff have developed a congregational stewardship network, building on the scope of 

the Office of Congregational Stewardship Services. The Congregational Stewardship Network 

consults with congregations on issues related to capital campaigns, annual budget drives, 

strategic planning, and the development of new planned giving programs.  

This new network includes eight stewardship consultants, five regional stewardship 

ambassadors, and 94 Forward Through the Ages (FORTH) partner congregations. The network 

collaborates with the five UUA regions to instill a culture of spiritual generosity among our 

Regional CERG staff are working together to create a new form of leadership 

school that would use both online training delivery methods and short-term 

face-to-face cluster or local gatherings. By employing this hybrid model, CERG 

staff hope to open up at least parts of the leadership school experience to 

busy, working adults who are unable to take off for a week in the summer for 

leadership development and training. 

Innovation: 

Leadership 

School 
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congregations. In FY13, 110 congregational leaders participated in two stewardship workshops. 

A total of 32 congregations received stewardship guidance from one of the eight consultants. 

FORTH, a social networking program designed to help congregations grow a year round culture 

of spiritual generosity, grew by 24 congregations in FY13. More than 600 congregational 

leaders are participating in FORTH. 

Generously Investing for Tomorrow (GIFT) 

In FY13, the Southern Region implemented the Generously Investing for Tomorrow (GIFT) pilot 

program in cooperation with the UUA Stewardship and Development Department. The four 

districts of the Southern Region (Florida, Mid-South, Southeast, and Southwestern) stopped 

collecting district dues and Annual Program Fund donations based on numbers of adult 

members. Instead, this new program asks for a unified pledge of 7% of the total operating 

expenses of each congregation. Our UUA headquarters receives and records all donations and 

disburses funds to the region monthly based on a formula. To enable the region to experiment 

with GIFT, the UUA provided a guaranteed financial cushion during the first year of the 

program. In the second year, this financial cushion will continue and Southern Region districts 

will receive the equivalent of their past Annual Program Fund grants. 

GIFT is a highly relational manner of giving, based on the best practices of congregational 

stewardship campaigns. Congregations are asked to give from their own bounty, and the UUA 

shares the burden of financial losses in hard times. It encourages congregations to freely open 

membership to youth, young adults, students, retirees, and homebound or institution bound 

persons because there is no longer a financial disincentive to do so. Rather than rewarding 

congregations only if they hit a certain amount of giving, GIFT is implemented with personal 

conversations about what a congregation can do now and what it hopes to do in the future. 

Growth Strategies and Large Congregation Development 

The Office of Growth Strategies and Large Congregation Development strives to strategically 

mobilize a variety of resources, a sense of purpose, and a network of partnerships to grow 
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current and future Unitarian Universalist congregations. Additionally, this office continues to 

provide resources that serve the unique developmental needs of larger congregations. 

The Growing Unitarian Universalism blog, administered by the UUA’s Growth Strategies Office, 

is a forum for sharing ideas and strategies for growing our faith in breadth, depth, and numbers. 

Visits to the blog have increased to an average of 1,949 monthly visits during the past year. The 

Growing Unitarian Universalism blog is linked to the Growing Unitarian Universalism Facebook 

page, which has had a dramatic increase in participation, growing from 1,028 subscribers at the 

end of 2012 to 3,506 subscribers a year later. In addition to directing followers to the blog, this 

page is utilized to post growth-oriented and inspiring news and links about Unitarian 

Universalism, as well as links to non-UU growth resources. Social media has become our 

primary and most effective tool for sharing growth resources with UUs across the country. 

Growth Strategies staff collaborate with regional staff to monitor and support 51 emerging 

congregations as well as several experimental projects and identified “meeting groups.” The 

office also works closely with the Church of the Larger Fellowship, which was identified by 

emerging congregations as an important source of inspiration and program support.  

The shift of Breakthrough Congregations Initiative from an award program to a feature series in 

UU World has sparked increased interest among congregations and their leaders. The in-depth 

reporting on the unique successes of these congregations has quickly become a popular feature 

in the UU World. As each Breakthrough Congregation story appears, a study guide is published 

on the Growing Unitarian Universalism blog that shapes conversations about bold ideas and 

best practices. 
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UUA Communications 

Office of Information and Public Witness 

Following the recommendations by the Communications Task Force report in 2012, our Office 

of Information and Public Witness (IPW) convenes a weekly meeting in order to strategize and 

coordinate UUA communications across staff groups. Since last year, participation in these 

weekly meetings has grown from 10 members to 18 members from across the UUA. The 

meeting has become an effective way for colleagues to get timely information about institutional 

activities and to coordinate communications. The nature of these meetings has successfully 

shifted from a simple reporting structure to a setup that allows for reporting plus presentations 

by UUA staff and others or time for in-depth discussions of communications issues, trends, and 

Our Growth Strategies Office also supports new Innovative Learning Circles. 

These peer learning communities gather our movement’s best, innovative 

leaders together to spark, inspire, and cross-pollinate ideas. Each learning 

circle studies common resources and meets by web conference for ninety 

minutes each month. The insights gleaned from these groups provide content 

for the Office of Growth Strategy’s online resources and inform UUA staff 

understanding of congregational dynamics. During the past year, the number 

of Innovative Learning Circles has grown from three to eleven. Some of the 

questions these groups explored this year include:  

 How can leaders navigate challenges to plant Unitarian 
Universalist communities that meet the needs of the 21st century? 

 How can campus ministry programs reach beyond their identified 
UU group and make an impact? How can Campus Ministry impact 
area congregations? 

 How can prison ministry programs reach beyond their identified 
UU group and make an impact? How can prison ministry impact 
area congregations? 

Innovation: 

Learning 

Circles 
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technology. We have a full schedule of discussion topics planned through the spring and staff 

continue to request time in the meetings to present material or bring questions and ideas. 

In FY13, we had 53 scheduled Coming of Age and Adult groups visit 25 Beacon, and dozens of 

unscheduled walk-in visitors. This is a slight increase over FY12. 

We also monitor the UUA’s social media presence and any public media coverage. “Likes” on the 

UUA Facebook Page continue to rise steadily from 33,743 in January 2013 to 38,841 in January 

2014. On Twitter, the UUA has 8,044 followers (compared to 5,920 followers in January 2013). 

IPW’s weekly press roundups have collected approximately 1,100 articles on Unitarian 

Universalism. Of those, approximately 400 are related to social justice issues. A small sampling 

of those articles can be found in the “Media Coverage” section on page 48. 

Additionally, IPW offers advice and guidance to congregational leaders on how to deal with the 

press. IPW worked with a number of congregations on how best to handle inquiries from the 

media, how to handle bad press, and communicate with their members and the public on 

sensitive issues.  

Skinner House and the UUA Bookstore 

The goal of the Publications Office is to publish resources that enrich the spiritual lives of 

Unitarian Universalists and others who share the values of liberal religion, support the well-

being and vitality of UU congregations, introduce seekers to Unitarian Universalism, and 

promote UU values in the wider world. Some notable Skinner House books from FY14 include: 

 Muhammad: The Story of a Prophet and Reformer, by Sarah Conover. It tells the story 
of Prophet Muhammad’s early life, from childhood until his arrival in Medina, and 
introduces readers 12 and older to a man very different from the figure often 
presented in Western popular culture. The Faith Development Office has created a 
three-part, multigenerational discussion guide to accompany the book. Sarah 
Conover is also the co-author of Ayat Jamilah, Beautiful Signs: A Treasury of Islamic 
Wisdom for Children and Families, which continues to be our strongest seller 
through our trade distributor.  

 Buddhist Voices in Unitarian Universalism, edited by Wayne Arnason and Sam 
Trumbore, and Jewish Voices in Unitarian Universalism, edited by Leah Hart-
Landsberg and Marti Keller. These continue the series that began with Christian 
Voices in Unitarian Universalism, and feature essays by some of the most well-
respected leaders in Unitarian Universalism.  
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 Where Two Worlds Touch: A Spiritual Journey Through Alzheimer’s Disease, by Jade C. 
Angelica. Grounded in theology, medical science, and the experience of Alzheimer’s 
caregivers, this book has been endorsed by an array of researchers, doctors, 
caregivers, and pastoral care providers.  

 The Selma Awakening: How the Civil Rights Movement Tested and Changed Unitarian 
Universalism, by Mark Morrison-Reed. The author is also creating a congregational 
discussion guide for this book, which will be available for free online.  

The Publications Office publishes more than Skinner House titles. For instance, this year we also 

published the Commission on Appraisal report Who’s in Charge Here? The Complex Relationship 

Between Ministry and Authority. 

The Skinner House Facebook page currently has 1,660 “Likes.” Skinner House and other UUA 

publications are also regularly featured on a number of UUA blogs, such as Blue Boat (the Youth 

and Young Adult Ministries blog), and Call and Response (the Faith Development Office blog), 

and newsletters such as One and One (the Ministry and Faith Development’s newsletter). 

Quotations from Skinner House titles are also popular content for memes from the online group 

UU Media Collaborative. 

In the process of soliciting book reviews from non-UU publications, we learned that some 

unexpected journals and websites are following the news from Skinner House. For instance, the 

editor of the Catholic Journal of Religion and Spirituality in Social Work: Social Thought 

requested about 10 review copies of titles, including backlist titles, because Skinner House 

publishes spiritual books that are interfaith and appeal to the “spiritual but not religious.”  And 

BooksWorld.com has begun reposting the copy from UUA Bookstore newsletters about new 

Skinner House titles, with ordering links directly to the UUA Bookstore. 

The UU World Magazine 

As we reported last year, in the summer of 2013 UU World commissioned a random-sample 

survey of the members of UUA congregations, which overwhelmingly showed that UUs value 

receiving the print edition of UU World. 

 78% said it was either extremely important or somewhat important that they 
receive the printed magazine; 

 94% said they read the magazine at least occasionally; 55% said they read every 
issue; 
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 54% said they spend at least an hour reading the magazine. 

We learned that UU World is not just the primary way most UUs receive communications from 

the UUA; it is the only way most UUs receive communications from the UUA. The print edition of 

UU World currently reaches 124,488 households. UU World’s website, which publishes news 

each week as well as other online-only content, had 247,715 unique visitors in 2013, up 15.5% 

over the previous year. 

UU World’s Facebook Page has 18,900 “Likes.” Our free weekly email newsletter, 

UUWorldWeekly, has 7,778 subscribers. We also reach online audiences with Twitter (4,700 

followers) and Tumblr (109 followers). 

The Periodicals Office also produces the InterConnections email newsletter for lay leaders, 

which has 9,186 subscribers. The InterConnections pages on UUA.org had 30,774 unique visitors 

in 2013. Our Facebook Page has 2,518 “Likes;” our Twitter page has 531 followers. 

This year, UU World has continued its series of on-the-ground reports about Breakthrough 

Congregations, in partnership with the UUA Growth Office. Our upcoming Spring 2014 issue is a 

special themed issue called “Journeys,” and is dedicated to the variety of ways UUs travel for 

religious reasons, including one article focused on the UU College of Social Justice’s service-

learning trips to Haiti. And we continue to provide the UUA’s comprehensive coverage of the 

annual General Assembly on our GA blog and Twitter stream as well as in the print magazine. 

General Assembly 
General Assembly (GA) is the annual meeting for Unitarian Universalists. Attendees worship, 

witness, learn, connect, and make policy for the Association through use of the democratic 

process. General Assembly and Conference Services staff coordinate logistics such as site 

selection, contract negotiation for the convention center, registration, accessibility services, the 

exhibit hall, services to our attendees prior to General Assembly, and the GA Program Book. We 

strive to make General Assembly as inclusive and sustainable as possible. GA is a chance for us 

to come together to strengthen our UU communities and our Association.  
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Following on the success from GA 2012, the UUA produced an eBook called Assembled 2013: 

Select Sermons and Lectures from the General Assembly of the Unitarian Universalist Association. 

This book collects the major presentations of GA 2013 and is available through the Amazon 

Kindle Store. At this year’s GA we partnered with a local environmental group for a highly 

successful witness event centering on environmental justice, with approximately 800-1200 

attendees. Author Wendell Berry spoke, as did activist Tim DeChristopher. 

Our General Assembly and Conference Services Office is dedicated to improving the 

sustainability of GA, with careful attention to environmental and social responsibility. This year: 

 We avoided 67.5 metric tons of carbon emissions by providing remote participation 
options; 

 We tripled our diversion of waste from landfill to 78% by providing options for 
recycling and composting throughout the conference hall; 

 We dedicated 17 onsite volunteers to waste management efforts, donating 388 
hours to sustainability efforts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
This year the UUA awarded 95 scholarships or grants to youth and young 

adults to help them attend General Assembly. The above is a thank you note 
from some of those scholarship recipients 

Story: GA 

Scholarships 
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Information Technology Services 
The UUA’s Information Technology Services (ITS) staff are stewards of digital resources and the 

computing infrastructure. We foster online communication to spark and sustain connections 

among stakeholders and seekers. We strive to amplify the productive capacity of the UUA staff 

and volunteers. We mentor and provide strategic leadership in technology to further the goals 

of the Association. Our work in this area allows the Association and our congregations to work 

more effectively and create a sense of community by taking advantage of new technologies. 

We have recently undertaken a new strategic focus to make the website (and all UUA 

communications) relevant to young adults who may identify with UU beliefs and ideas but are 

not religiously affiliated. We are working to redesign the website to make it more friendly to 

seekers, while making sure to test user reaction to homepage changes, tagline design, and so on.  

One of our other goals from last year was to create a disaster recovery plan. This project is only 

weeks away from completion and will provide the UUA with a means to ensure delivery of our 

most important technical services to our staff and constituents even in the event of the complete 

loss of the data center at UUA headquarters. 

Another goal was to create a centralized store of record for all email addresses used to 

communicate with constituents. As part of the UUA’s Communications Task Force Report 

recommendations, we are designing a system that will at last aggregate the UUA’s many email 

lists and provide constituents with a means to manage their preferences for how the UUA 

communicates with them. 
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Service to our World 

Our UUA is also dedicated to serving our world. We advocate for justice, connect with partner 

organizations to amplify our voice, and provide a liberal, progressive faith presence on the 

national and international stage.  

Multicultural Growth and Witness  
The goal of Multicultural Growth and Witness (MGW) is to equip Unitarian Universalist 

communities and leaders to minister effectively in a multicultural world. Sustained social 

transformation requires the capacity to work in diverse, multicultural community. Building just 

and inclusive multicultural communities requires working for social transformation with those 

most directly affected by injustice. In addition, MGW recognizes that our vision of Beloved 

Community requires committed and capable leadership. Therefore, MGW focuses on leadership 

development in all aspects of multicultural ministry and multicultural justice-making. 

From this understanding, MGW pursues the following objectives: 

1. Provide UU leaders and “spiritual activists” with resources to grow their competencies 
in meeting the diverse ministry needs of a multicultural world. These include 
experiential learning opportunities as well as workshops, consultations, and electronic 
resources. 

2. Develop online and on-the-ground opportunities to witness, advocate, and organize for 
justice. These range from Standing on the Side of Love (SSL) to campaigns for 
immigration reform, LGBTQ equality, reproductive justice, Muslim solidarity, and a 
living wage. 

3. Connect Unitarian Universalists in learning communities and collegial networks to 
share, inspire, and support their transformation as multicultural faith communities.  

4. Connect Unitarian Universalists in multicultural and interfaith coalitions as pathways 
to deepening their spirituality and living UU values in the larger world.  

5. Promote diversity of leadership in Unitarian Universalism through collegial networks 
for UU seminarians and religious professionals of color.  

Economic Justice 

In the fall of 2013, MGW partnered with the UU Service Committee (UUSC) to launch the 

campaign “Raising the Minimum Wage: A Moral Imperative.” The presidents of the UUA and the 

UUSC issued a joint statement. Together we gathered 15,000 signatures and delivered them to 
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51 congressional offices. UUA and UUSC staff met with Sen. Tom Harkin, a sponsor of the bill to 

raise the minimum wage, and a joint webinar about the campaign attracted 60 participants. 

The UUA and the UU College of Social Justice (UUCSJ) are also collaborating on economic justice 

tours. As part of MGW’s partnership with Interfaith Worker Justice (IWJ), we have facilitated 

connections between UUs and local IWJ chapters and worker centers. We also called for the 

federal government to extend unemployment insurance with a call-your-representatives 

campaign that got 7,500 views via social media and newsletters. 

UU State Advocacy Networks   

The 18 existing UU state advocacy networks are a key element of the UUA’s organizing and 

mobilization efforts. They serve as resources for UUA-sponsored webinars and stories 

highlighted in UUA social media. UU State Advocacy Networks partner with UUA to mobilize 

UUs on joint priorities such as immigration reform, raising the minimum wage, marriage 

equality, and reproductive justice.  

The UUA supported the state networks by hosting semi-monthly videoconferences, joining the 

monthly State Networks Steering Committee meetings, and featuring stories in UUA 

newsletters, web pages, and social media. We collaborate on key state campaigns, participate in 

joint organizing and strategy sessions, and partner in mobilization. Joint campaign efforts 

include immigration justice through the TRUST Act (CA, MA, WA, NJ) and economic justice such 

as raising the minimum wage (MI, PA, MA). We had successful state economic justice campaigns 

in California and New Jersey, which increased UUA impact on organizing for federal legislation. 

We have also continued to partner with the state advocacy networks on federal priorities, 

including advocacy for comprehensive, compassionate immigration reform. Together we 

organized legislative visits, conducted training webinars through Standing on the Side of Love, 

and organized email campaigns to Speaker John Boehner calling on him to bring a vote on 

compassionate immigration reform to the House floor. Almost every network sponsored dozens 

of legislative visits with representatives. Networks in CA, NJ, OH, MA, PA, WA, AZ, and FL led this 
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effort, and 885 emails went to Speaker Boehner. MGW is supporting emerging state advocacy 

networks in Iowa, Georgia, Tennessee, and Texas.  

Congregation-Based Community Organizing 

More than 160 UU congregations now participate as members of a Congregation-Based 

Community Organization (CBCO), which reflects an increase of 20 congregations since last year. 

Our goal is to reach 200 congregations by 2015 (20% of UU congregations). Our annual CBCO 

survey will identify needed resources and allow us to learn more about congregations’ 

participation in CBCO. 

We are planning a summit on the intersections of race and criminal justice in Chicago in spring 

2014. The summit will bring together denominational staff, CBCO Network leaders, partner 

groups, clergy and lay leader practitioners, and funders. Summit participants will bring 

concentrated resources to organizing for the end of mass incarceration and the constellation of 

issues surrounding the criminalization of people of color: racial profiling, Stand Your Ground 

laws, disenfranchisement of ex-felons, and the school to prison pipeline. 

Racial Justice / Mass Incarceration Work: New Jim Crow 

We continue to see the positive effects of bringing Michelle Alexander to Justice GA in 2012. Her 

lecture was attended by over 600 people and led to us choosing her book The New Jim Crow as 

the 2012-13 UUA Common Read. We curated a comprehensive UUA.org web page lifting up 

resources for UUs on The New Jim Crow and the racial profiling, criminalization, 

disenfranchisement, and mass incarceration of African Americans, to complement the Common 

Read.  

To date, more than 1,400 copies of the book have been sold through the UUA bookstore, 

including about 75 bulk orders. Now several districts, UU state advocacy networks, 

congregational clusters, and the Church of the Larger Fellowship are organizing partnerships to 

do education, advocacy, witness, and prison ministry.  

Participation in the MGW-hosted Facebook group “UUs Resisting New Jim Crow & Mass 

Incarceration,” created in November 2012 to build on the Common Read, has continued to 
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grow strongly throughout FY14; there are now 600 members of the group and it is a very active 

one, with posts from members averaging at least once or twice a day. Participants share how 

their congregations are engaging in prison justice work and racial justice work, dialogue about 

related news and articles, and share UU and community events. 

Reproductive Justice 

At the 2012 General Assembly, Unitarian Universalists voted Reproductive Justice as the 

Congregational Study Action Issue (CSAI). However, reproductive justice organizing had been a 

focus of the Multicultural Growth & Witness staff even before the CSAI. The reproductive justice 

movement emphasizes the intersectional, antiracist approach, and this ethos informs the 

congregation-based resources offered to UU congregations on UUA.org.  

We offer comprehensive resources to support congregations engaged in the reproductive 

justice movement. In addition to these downloadable resources, MGW staff supported UU 

congregational engagement in the reproductive justice movement by presenting on 

reproductive justice at congregations and districts; offering a biweekly action alert to 

approximately 2,000 people; organizing film screenings; referring congregations to speakers 

connected to other national or local reproductive justice organizations; and providing support 

for other congregation-based advocacy efforts.  

To reinforce the value and practice that justice work requires solidarity with communities most 

directly affected by injustice, the reproductive justice work of the UUA is guided by a 

Reproductive Justice Advisory Group constituted primarily by women of color who lead 

national reproductive justice organizations. The Reproductive Justice Advocacy Group also 

includes UU ministers serving the reproductive justice movement professionally. The Advisory 

Group is a critical aspect of the UUA’s work on reproductive justice, a movement that women of 

color began and lead. Our work recognizes the necessity to build institutional alliances with the 

women of color in the reproductive justice community.  

The UUA is a key leader in helping secular reproductive rights organizations understand and 

value the important function that faith-based organizations and religious denominations can 

serve on this issue. Increasingly, reproductive rights and other issues of sexual justice are 
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One of the major initiatives for the Multicultural Growth and Witness staff 

group this year was the second Mosaic Makers: Leading Vital Multicultural 

Congregations Conference. This is a partnership between the UUA and UU 

congregations on the path of intentional multicultural ministry to create a 

spiritual and practical learning community. Mosaic Makers offers space for 

congregational teams of lay and professional religious leaders to deeply 

engage the work of building intentional multicultural community through 

worship, experiential learning, and community building around the theme 

of strengthening the fabric of UU multicultural ministries. Centered in 

adaptive leadership, the conference underscores principles and practices 

for leaders to apply relevant learnings in their home congregations and 

communities. 

Innovation: 

Mosaic 

Makers 

battle grounds for “religious freedom.” On this point and many others the UUA participates in 

sign-on letters and briefings for Congress and secular partners. Our work is a testimony to the 

critical perspectives faith voices bring. The UUA continues to be the only religious denomination 

to employ a reproductive justice staff person. 

Unitarian Universalist congregations across the country are adopting reproductive justice as a 

priority issue more strongly and in greater numbers than any other denomination. In this 

advocacy work, UU congregations face obstacles that include marginalization of the issue, lack 

of male supporters and allies, and overwhelmingly numerous local opportunities for advocacy. 

UU congregations are launching film series, discussion groups, the UUA curriculum on 

reproductive justice, and other projects. Ministers are organizing in partnership with groups 

like the Religious Institute, Center for American Progress, and the Religious Coalition for 

Reproductive Choice. UUs are inspiring local partnerships for share-the-plate offerings and 

guest speakers, and are preaching on this topic more than ever before.  

Supporting and Growing Intentional Multicultural Ministries: Mosaic Makers 2013 
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Mosaic Makers 2013 brought together 20 congregations at All Souls UU Church in Tulsa, OK, our 

congregational partner and experiential learning site. Almost twice as many congregations 

participated in this second conference than in the inaugural one in spring 2012. Congregational 

leaders explored the rich ways that All Souls Tulsa’s ministerial staff and leadership from other 

UU congregations and the UUA staff embed multicultural ethos into all aspects of ministry.  

The Multicultural Ministries team maintains a Facebook group called “Mosaic Makers: UU 

Multicultural Ministry and Leadership.” This page serves as a learning community for people 

engaged in intentional multicultural ministry. Started in March 2012, it has experienced a 

growth of more than 100% in fiscal year 2014 and now has 400 members.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leadership Development for Leaders of Color: Finding Our Way Home 2014 

The annual Finding Our Way Home retreat for religious professionals and seminarians of color 

provides spiritual and collegial sustenance for these UU leaders. In addition, UU seminarians of 

 
“Mosaic Makers 2013 was much more than a conference. It was a place of 

passionate people, engaged deeply in the work of learning how to embrace 
and create true multicultural welcome. We arrived as seekers: hopeful and 
hungry. We were fed with worship, praise, music, inspiring speakers and 
home-grown hospitality. Participating in [Mosaic Makers] deepened my 

ministry and sent my spirit soaring!” 
—Carol Thomas Cissel, Resident Minister at All Souls Unitarian Church, Tulsa, 

and Conference Coordinator 

Story: 

Mosaic 

Makers 
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color have an electronic community convened by two members of their community who receive 

stipends for their roles. 

In a 2011 survey of religious professionals of color, Finding Our Way Home was reported to be 

the single most valuable and effective support offered to them by the UUA. Finding Our Way 

Home is an annual retreat of ministers, ministerial candidates, directors of religious education, 

directors of music, and administrators who identify as of African Descent, Caribbean, 

Native/American Indian, Asian and Pacific Islander, Latina/o and Hispanic, Middle 

Eastern/Arab, Multiracial and Multiethnic Unitarian Universalists. This year’s retreat in March 

2014 is expected to draw 70 religious leaders and seminarians of color.  

Building Multicultural Competencies and Capacities 

Every year we invest staff time in offering educational opportunities to build multicultural 

competency and capacity in our UU movement. Some examples this year include experiential 

learning opportunities; consultation and training for seminarians and seminary faculty, support 

and consultation with congregations dedicated to multicultural ministry, support for ministers 

of color, trainings for leaders, resource development, and speaking and discussion group 

leading on multicultural ministry topics. Here are some highlights of our work in these areas. 

 Living Legacy Pilgrimage (September 2013): A spiritual bus pilgrimage through the 
South that brings the Civil Rights Movement alive for 50 participants through 
historic sites, meeting with veterans of the movement, and exploring what today’s 
racism, white privilege, and barriers to equality look like. 

 Week-long “Mosaic 101: Beloved Community” track at the Southeast UU Summer 
Institute (July 2013): An experiential, interactive program for a dozen participants 
focused on honoring the commitment to multiculturalism within a UU context. 

 Pilot mentorship program (ongoing): A pilot program to provide mentorship for 
seminarians identified as needing to enhance their multicultural competencies. The 
mentoring involved monthly one-on-one phone consultation. 

 Trainings and workshops for individual congregations, including First Unitarian 
Church of Pittsburgh, PA; All Souls Unitarian, Washington, DC; UU Society of 
Germantown, Philadelphia, PA; UU Church of Silver Spring, MD; and UU 
Congregation of Miami, FL. 

 General Assembly workshops: Six workshops that offer a holistic view of the 
intersections of multiculturalism, inclusion, partnership, and justice making 

 Multicultural Welcome: A 3-hour training curriculum for congregational leaders 
on the topic of building skills and competencies in multicultural welcome. The 
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training was piloted at the Unitarian Church of All Souls, New York, NY, in October 
2013. 

The Multicultural Ministries Sharing Project 

The Multicultural Ministries Sharing Project, launched in July 2013, is an important opportunity 

for people who identify as Unitarian Universalist (whether or not they are part of a 

congregation) and who have historically marginalized identities around ability, sexual 

orientation, gender identity and/or expression, race, and/or ethnicity to reflect on their 

experiences and needs as Unitarian Universalists. Approximately 1,500 people responded to the 

survey phase of the project, which ran from July through November 2013. The survey design 

process included outreach to stakeholder groups to ensure the best possible survey language 

and questions.  

Initial results of the survey will be released as part of the Standing on the Side of Love Thirty 

Days of Love Campaign. In the second phase of the project, the Multicultural Ministries team will 

be focus groups with people who responded to the survey and others to talk with them at a 

deeper level about their experiences and their hopes for the future of Unitarian Universalism. 

In-depth results of the Sharing Project will be available by 2014 General Assembly. MGW 

expects that among other things, this groundbreaking project will lift up the intersections 

between different marginalized experiences, speaking to the unique needs of UUs who are 

marginalized in multiple ways. 

Support for Welcoming Congregations 

The percentage of Welcoming Congregations has officially tipped over the two-thirds mark, 

with 740 congregations now recognized as Welcoming Congregations. There is also at least one 

Welcoming Congregation in every state. The number of congregations being recognized as 

Welcoming Congregations steadily increases at a rate of approximately 30 congregations per 

year. We are on track for that same number in FY14 with 17 congregations to be recognized by 

the end of January.  

The Welcoming Congregation Bulletin, a monthly newsletter that launched in September 2012, 
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has grown to a readership of more than 1,100 people. A survey in September 2013 showed that: 

• 96% find the Bulletin somewhat, very, or extremely useful; 
• 81% say the Bulletin helps them feel connected; 
• 78% say the Bulletin helps them think more broadly about what it means to 

be a Welcoming Congregation; 
• 71% take action based on something in the Bulletin and 69% use a resource 

in the Bulletin sometimes, often, or every month. 

Standing on the Side of Love 
Standing on the Side of Love (SSL) is a social justice campaign of the Unitarian Universalist 

Association that begins in people’s hearts and moves to the public square. SSL harnesses love’s 

power to work for an end to bigotry and oppression against people because of their identity. 

SSL boasts a highly engaged Facebook community of close to 40,000 supporters. According to 

Facebook’s metrics, SSL’s “weekly total reach” (the number of unique people who see SSL’s 

content during a given week) can be as high as 80,000 individuals during high-engagement 

periods. SSL also interacts with supporters on other social media platforms, including a growing 

Twitter following (currently over 4,000 followers) and an emerging presence on Pinterest 

(200+ followers). Email remains a primary engagement tool for the campaign—SSL’s email list 

currently reaches over 25,000 active subscribers. 

SSL supporters exist both within and outside of the UUA. SSL’s constituents include interfaith 

partners, congregational social justice committees, social justice-oriented ministers, district 

staff, DREs, other congregational leaders, youth and young adults, and non-religious people (or 

“nones”) who engage with the campaign online. SSL supports grassroots work on the state and 

local levels to work for marriage equality and LGBTQ nondiscrimination protections, which 

often involves fostering partnerships with other faith groups. Because the campaign is open 

source, it can be used in whatever ways supporters are called. Supporters use SSL’s bold 

visibility and effective branding to work on the issues that most affect their communities at the 

local and state levels.  

SSL is often an outspoken voice for love and compassion in the wake of tragedy, such as 

responding to the shooting at the Oak Creek Sikh Temple, and incidents that could provoke 

retaliation against certain communities, such as the bombing at the Boston Marathon. While 
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Earlier this month, I was proud to witness UUA President Rev. Peter Morales 

demonstrate his profound commitment to immigrant justice by getting 
arrested on the steps of the Capitol with other prominent faith leaders and six 
members of Congress. He carried all our voices to Washington that day—all of 

us who have witnessed, organized, and formed partnerships for migrant justice 
through our congregations, youth groups, UU state advocacy networks, or 

individually in our communities. 
-Rev. Abhi Janamanchi 

 

Story: 

Standing 

on the Side 

of Love 

the campaign did emerge in the wake of one of the most tragic incidents in UU history (the 

shooting at a congregation in Knoxville, TN), SSL did not originally envision having much of a 

“disaster response role.” However, because so many people feel called to show their support 

and love for people after a tragedy, SSL decided to devote more time and resources to offer 

ideas on how to lovingly support people after a tragedy. SSL has since worked with the Shoulder 

to Shoulder campaign and the UU Trauma Ministry to develop a set of guiding principles to 

encourage people to effectively show their love to persons affected by tragedy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thirty Days of Love – 2013 

Our second annual Thirty Days of Love was a great success! We engaged with our constituents 
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in new and exciting ways, and encouraged them to participate in this period of intentional 

action, service, education, and reflection. 

Significant numbers include: 

• 1,801 people took the pledge to participate in the Thirty Days of Love; 
• 2,574 messages were written to members of Congress; 
• 15 Courageous Love Awards were presented to community love heroes; 
• 161 people registered for SSL’s webinar on challenging anti-Muslim bigotry; 
• 119 individuals joined SSL’s network to respond to violence with love; 
• 59 people signed-up to get involved in the Black & Pink pen-pal program; 
• 15 individuals submitted original prayers, mantras, or meditations; 
• 180 works of art were submitted for SSL’s “Love Mural.” 

Thirty Days of Love – 2014 

The 2014 Thirty Days of Love will be underway when this grant is submitted, so the same level 

of detail can’t be provided for 2014. However, prior to the campaign starting, there were close 

to 1,100 people who signed up, and inspirational messages will be included throughout the 

thirty days from Sister Simone Campbell of Nuns on the Bus fame (and the UUA GA Ware 

Lecturer) and from other prominent leaders within and outside UUism. 

International Resources Office  
The mission of the International Resources Office is to inspire, invite, and guide people into the 

Global UU Story and towards building international justice and peace. In FY14 the UUA 

International Staff Group has been involved in a visioning process to re-align our shared goals in 

light of the UUA’s Strategic Vision and Ends Policy.  

In February 2013 we launched the Faith Without Borders program, which provides a 

framework for Unitarian Universalist congregations to become internationally engaged through 

the Coalition of International UU Organizations, a collaborative entity comprised of UU 

organizations from around the world. 

Together, we maintain a collaborative website with tools, resources, and stories. It also includes 

sixteen inspirational stories to motivate any congregation to connect with the global UU 

community. We hope that the Faith Without Borders program will provide a useful framework 

for congregations that are already deeply engaged in international ministries; that are only 
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beginning to develop a vision of international ministry; and/or that fall anywhere else on the 

spectrum of engagement. 

UU-United Nations Office  

The UU-United Nations Office (UU-UNO) lifts up our faith’s voice at the United Nations. Over the 

last year, staff, interns, and volunteers participated in 25 events as representatives of the UU-

UNO. Active participation in these conferences continues to improve the UU-UNO’s overall 

visibility. Through them, UUs across North America are informed about the situation of human 

rights, climate change, and global peace initiatives worldwide. Sharing our story across North 

America has increased the participation of UUs in their local congregations. We have heard 

anecdotal reports that UUs who have not attended church in years are now active again in their 

congregations because of a reinvigorated UU-UNO envoy committee in their congregation. 

Several UUs have told us that the UU-UNO’s social justice programs have inspired them to go 

back to church and to get involved in new and meaningful ways. Additionally, by attending 

meetings at the UN and UN-affiliated meetings, we have spread the word of UU human rights 

work and groups have sought us out to take the lead on human rights initiatives from a faith-

based perspective.  

For more information about the work being done at our UU-UNO, please refer to the UU-UNO’s 

UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock grant proposal. 

UU Holdeen India Program 

The UU Holdeen India Program (UUHIP) advances empowerment and promotes equity in India 

by partnering with Human Rights and Social Change organizations. In FY14, the Holdeen India 

Program is providing support to 25 different grassroots and activist institutions in India. Their 

work covers the following thematic areas: women’s rights; the rights of indigenous people, 

called Adivasis in India; the rights of Dalits (those once known as untouchables); and the rights 

of workers. 

Over the last year Holdeen India Program partners have been instrumental in the passage of 

new laws to protect the rights of streets vendors to their livelihoods and liberate those branded 

as untouchables from degrading, caste-based occupations. They have recovered millions of 
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rupees in unpaid wages for impoverished working women and other rural laborers, they have 

secured justice in numerous cases of domestic and sexual violence, and they have won legal 

battles to uphold the rights of tribal communities to land and clean water. All of UUHIP’s 

partners serve as a bulwark in their communities against the exploitation and abuses that so 

many of India’s poorest citizens continue to endure. 

In Rajasthan, the Kotra Adivasi Sansthan (KAS) organized indigenous community groups 

around the state this winter to rally in the capital of Jaipur and make their voices heard in this 

year’s election process. At the local level, KAS is organizing tribal villages to exercise their rights 

to greater self-governance, including the right to revenue collected from forest. Their voices are 

heard by lawmakers in the state.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Every few months we receive word that community leaders from another Holdeen partner, the 

Association for Strong Women Alone, are meeting in Delhi to advocate with lawmakers. The 

results have been impressive. They have succeeded in pressing the Ministry of Women and 

Child Development to allocate millions of rupees to develop programs that support single 

women. Moreover, their advocacy has contributed to the passage in seven states of laws to 

   
With the support of the UUHIP, the Self Employed Women’s Association 
(SEWA) Bharat, a federation of women’s labor unions and cooperatives 
representing 1.6 million members, is undertaking a massive leadership 
strengthening initiative with its members unions across the country. Its 
objective is to build the knowledge and confidence of grassroots women 

leaders, empowering them to directly hold officials accountable for upholding 
women’s rights as workers. This is a theme across our partners’ activities—

women gaining the confidence to raise their voices with officials, in their homes, 
and in their organizations. 

Story:  

Self 

Employed 

Women’s 

Association 
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combat witch-naming, a violent, superstitious practice that regularly targets single women. The 

movement for single women’s rights, including the rights of unmarried, divorced, widowed, and 

separated women, has spread dramatically since Holdeen began supporting this work almost 

seven years ago. Beginning in one district of the state of Rajasthan, the movement has now 

spread through the entire state and into six other states of India. Over 80,000 women are 

members of its associated groups and institutions.  

In central India, another UUHIP partner organization, Jan Sahas, is battling to eradicate one of 

the most degrading caste-based occupations in India that Dalits, or untouchables, are forced to 

perform—the cleaning by hand of human waste in dry toilets with no plumbing. This practice is 

illegal under the law but poorly enforced. Jan Sahas was a leading organization in the campaign 

for new and stronger legislation to eradicate this practice, and in November 2013 the law 

successfully passed both houses of Parliament. Jan Sahas will now continue its work of going 

village to village to inspire villagers engaging in this practice to liberate themselves. Over the 

last thirteen years, it has freed 14,400 women from ever doing this job again. 

Other International Work  

During FY14 we are continuing to work with our Japanese partners; our relationships with 

these organizations and individuals were strengthened by our joint UUA/UU Service Committee 

(UUSC) response to the devastating 2011 earthquake and tsunami.  

The UUA supported our historic faith partners, the Tsubaki Grand Shrine, Konko-kyo, Rissho 

Kosei-kai, and the Dojin Universalist Church in their relief efforts which combined spiritual and 

tangible assistance to their constituencies in Sendai. This support quickly provided relief 

supplies, made it possible for worship halls to serve as community emergency centers, and 

provided trucks to reach isolated people. 

Later UUA support helped to rebuild sanctuaries and worship centers devastated by the 

earthquake. Most recently, support has gone to Rissho Kosei-kai’s long term recovery support 

work installing radiation indicators in the Fukushima area, and portable radio-scopes for their 

Fukushima Division office. Throughout this partnership work, the deepest appreciation 

expressed by our partners has been for our solidarity and care—a priceless contribution, as 
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every one of us knows from our own experiences of crisis and tragedy. Our total contributions 

came to approximately $560,000 for these partners. 

UU College of Social Justice  
One of the most exciting developments of FY13 was the launch of the UU College of Social Justice 

(UUCSJ), a joint program of the UUA and UU Service Committee (UUSC). The mission for the UU 

College of Social Justice is to inspire and sustain faith-based justice work on issues of local, 

national and global importance. It has been inspiring to watch the UUCSJ as it continues to 

expand. 

From summer 2012 through summer 2013, the UUCSJ led nine experiential learning journeys, 

five youth-focused justice trainings/journeys, and created nine internship placements. Though 

the qualitative impact of our programs is harder to measure, we know that among the adults 

who traveled on a journey with us, a very high percentage created presentations about the 

experience for their congregations and communities to share the impact of their experience.  

We know that the youth who took our Youth Justice Training this summer returned home full of 

enthusiasm and looking forward to sharing their insights with their youth groups. We know 

that several of our young adult interns became convinced that they are called in vocational 

directions that will put their passion for justice to work. These after-effects of our programs are 

really at the heart of what we’re trying to do, and we will need a few more years of experience 

and accumulated alumni before we’ll know for sure how we are doing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
“I honestly did not know what I was getting myself into when I hit the 

“submit” button on my application to the Boston Youth Justice Training. 
When I arrived, I was nervous and unsure of everything. [But] during the 
three days at the start-up retreat, I had some of the most eye-opening and 
empowering experiences of my life. Fighting for justice is hard to do, even 

harder when you’re only 16 years old. But youth are the future, and the 

Story: Youth 

Justice 

Training 
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One of the most important things we’ve learned in this first year is the power and support 

inherent in congregational journeys, as opposed to those comprised of people from all over the 

country. It is clear that when small groups travel from the same congregation or region, they 

have a terrific edge when they return home, because a whole cadre shares the same enthusiasm 

for new action. We have begun to place a stronger emphasis on such journeys going forward, 

supplying congregations with information and encouragement and engaging in active 

recruitment through parish ministers and directors of religious education. The result is that in 

fiscal 2014 we have five congregational trips scheduled for Haiti, and one each to Chicago (with 

UUA/UUSCC partner Restaurant Opportunities Center) and to Mexico. 

Socially Responsible Investing and Shareholder Advocacy  
As an organization, we are particularly concerned with the effective stewardship of the 

Association’s resources in service of our common purposes. This includes how funds are 

expended, how they are invested, and the proper care of our physical assets, including our 

headquarters. One of our most important goals is to ensure that UU values are reflected in the 

way our assets are invested; that is, to incorporate the principles of socially responsible 

investing into our investment management practices. 

Socially Responsible Investing (SRI) ensures that our investments are consistent with our 

values. The UUA has been strongly committed to SRI for over forty years. Our commitment 

springs from our faith and from our deep conviction of the dignity of all human beings. The UUA 
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is constantly engaged in SRI activity from shareholder resolutions, to community investing, to 

affordable housing and other justice initiatives.  

Of the UU Common Endowment Fund (UUCEF) assets. 1% is invested in community 

investments; as of 9/30/13 that totaled $1,529,990.00. Up from 52.5% last year, 62% of the 

UUCEF investments is managed by firms that focus on environmental, social, and corporate 

governance. This can be as little as eliminating tobacco companies or as much as a fully 

screened portfolio that favors good corporate citizens and avoids those companies which are 

not, based on UU values.  

Shareholder Advocacy is focused on systemic change that flows through to individual lives. Each 

year shareholder support for our resolutions has increased. We have made a more concentrated 

effort to make shareholders aware of the resolutions we are filing and this year we are making 

available on our website how the UUA will be voting its proxies. We hope this additional 

disclosure will assist shareholders holding individual stocks vote their own proxies. The UUA 

has filed, or co-filed, 16 resolutions this year; this is double what we were able to do last year. 

Some of our notable results have included resolutions filed with: 

 Coach: resolution withdrawn after company agrees to prepare a sustainability 
report addressing climate change and other environmental issues. 

 Alpha Natural Resources: the UUA filed one of the first two resolutions directly 
addressing the risk of stranded assets; that is, coal reserves that may not be 
marketable under certain greenhouse gas regulatory regimes. Last year’s resolution 
survived an SEC challenge by the company. 

 ConocoPhillips: added gender identity and expression protection to its non-
discrimination policy as requested in the proposal. 

 Aetna: agreed to withdraw from American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), a 
group that invites large corporate interests to influence legislative efforts, following 
dialogue with shareholders. 

 Visa, Inc.: agreed to withdraw from ALEC following dialogue with shareholders. 

Since every shareholder resolution must be introduced at the company’s annual meeting in 

person, we need to provide a representative for each annual meeting where we have introduced 

a proposal. UUA staff cannot do this on our own (travel would be prohibitively expensive), so 

we reach out to ministers and congregational leaders to attend these meetings and to speak in 

favor of our resolutions. While this has no effect on the actual vote (nearly all shares are 
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voted in advance of the meeting), it is a powerful way of speaking to our values directly to CEOs, 

board members, and other shareholders. The CEO, chairperson, and board members are nearly 

always present at annual meetings, and they are generally attentive to shareholder statements. 

In addition, there is often an opportunity to speak informally with these people after the 

meeting. Our representatives frequently report that these are powerful experiences of public 

witness. 

The steady increase of shareholder support for resolutions we file and co-file is a major 

benchmark that indicates our progress in serving our world through this advocacy work. 

Sign-ons and Amicus Curiae Briefs  
The UUA also participates in non-partisan civic engagement by supporting public statements 

and court cases that are in accordance with our principles.  

“Sign-ons” are endorsements either from an organization like the UUA or from one of its 

representatives such as the UUA President. They usually take the form of a letter directed to 

someone in a position of power requesting that they take action on the issue in question. 

The UUA determines which letters to sign on to by whether or not we have “grounding” within 

our past social justice statements. This is to ensure that our sign-ons faithfully represent the 

position of Unitarian Universalists, as determined by our democratic social witness process. The 

UUA president has the prerogative to make personal endorsements provided they are in 

keeping with the values of Unitarian Universalism.  

During the past year, notable sign-ons have included letters to congress in support of increasing 

the tipped minimum wage, energy savings bills, health equity, and the Convention on the Rights 

of Persons with Disabilities.  

Another category of organizational endorsements is amicus curiae briefs, which are legal 

documents filed to state positions relevant to various court cases. For amicus briefs, in addition 

to “grounding,” the statement is vetted by attorney. Thus far in FY14, our most notable amicus 

curiae briefs have related to reproductive justice. One is in regard to McCullen et al. v. Coakley et 
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al., regarding buffer zones around reproductive healthcare facilities. The other two, in Hobby 

Lobby Stores, Inc. v. Sebelius and Beckwith Electric Co., Inc. v. Sebelius, relate to the contraceptive 

mandate of the Affordable Care Act.  

Unitarian Universalism in the Media 

The UUA received positive media coverage over the past fiscal year from a number of sources. 

We have gotten multiple positive reviews of our Skinner House book Muhammad: The Story of a 

Prophet and Reformer: 

 Dr. Sayyid M. Syeed, National Director of the Office for Interfaith and Community 
Alliances for the Islamic Society of America, wrote, “I am glad to see that the author 
sought the guidance of knowledgeable Muslims in seeking accuracy, and the book 
has been reviewed by scholars and educators who are respected in our community. 
I recommend this book to all those who are honestly struggling against bigotry and 
ignorance. This is a useful tool in the hands of truth seekers and peacemakers.” 

 From Publishers Weekly (July 15, 2013): In [Conover’s] talented hands, Muhammad’s 
story stays rooted in tradition, but takes on new dimensions that all readers, even 
seasoned ones, will appreciate and enjoy.  

 From Kirkus Reviews (August 15, 2013): Respectful of Islamic tradition, this 
biography from the Unitarian Universalist Association’s publishing imprint presents 
a coherent narrative of the prophet’s life. The smooth text is accessible to those with 
no prior knowledge of Islam. There are no illustrations, but a decorative pattern in 
green, the Islamic symbolic color, surrounds each chapter title.  

 From Booklist (November 15, 2013): There aren’t many books about Muhammad’s 
life written for youth. Conover (Ayat Jamilah, 2004) has taken on the task, beginning 
with the prophet’s childhood adoption by Bedouins and ending with his arrival in 
Medina. Throughout, Conover cultivates a strong sense of place with colorful 
descriptions of the desert setting, and she draws the events, characters, and some 
dialogue from established biographies of Muhammad, hadith, and the Qur’an. 
Conover’s sensitive, respectful approach is carefully researched, though, and her 
emphasis on Muhammad’s peaceful, wise nature adds nuance to the all-too-common 
myopic perceptions of Islam in contemporary culture.  

Our Office of Information and Public Witness publicizes the statements made by the UUA 

regarding social justice and public witness. In FY14, UUA President, the Rev. Peter Morales, 

issued the following statements: 

12.23.13 Statement: New Mexico Affirms Marriage Equality 
12.6.13   The Life and Legacy of Nelson Mandela 
11.14.13 Statement: Hawaii and Illinois are the Latest States to Legalize Same-Sex Marriage 
10.21.13 UUA President Issues Statement on Marriage Equality in NJ 

http://www.uua.org/news/pressroom/pressreleases/292616.shtml
http://www.uua.org/news/pressroom/pressreleases/292421.shtml
http://www.uua.org/news/pressroom/pressreleases/291450.shtml
http://www.uua.org/news/pressroom/pressreleases/290779.shtml
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10.8.13    UUA President Arrested on Steps of Capital for Pro-Immigration Peaceful Protest 
9.6.13     UUA President Issues Statement on Military Strikes in Syria 
7.18.13   Joint Statement on Raising the Minimum Wage- A Moral Imperative 
7.15.13   UUA President Issues Statement on Zimmerman Verdict 

 
Rev. Morales also wrote an article for the Huffington Post, “While Government Shuts Down, 

Immigration Reform Steps Up” on October 9, 2013. His essay “Science and the Search for 

Meaning” was featured in The New Atlantis.  

IPW’s weekly press roundups have collected approximately 1100 articles on Unitarian 

Universalism. Of those, approximately 400 are related to social justice issues. These articles 

have been published in The Guardian, USA Today, Huffington Post, The Washington Post, and 

featured on National Public Radio. Two notable examples are “We Don't Know What We're 

Talking About When it Comes to Religion” from The Guardian in January 2014 and “Divine 

Intervention” in Boston Magazine, August 2013.  

In the Atlantic online, a 16–year-old Unitarian Universalist reflected on her experience of Our 

Whole Lives; the work of our military chaplains is highlighted in this article by Dr. Ed Tick of the 

Soldier’s Heart.  

The Importance of the Grant from the UU Veatch Program at 
Shelter Rock  

Funding provided by the UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock is essential for the UUA to continue 

to innovate and provide service to our congregations and our world. The UU Veatch Program at 

Shelter Rock supports our organization at the most basic levels, allowing us to staff each office 

and create all the amazing programs and initiatives described above. Each of the objectives, 

outcomes, and results described above is directly supported by the UU Veatch Program at 

Shelter Rock.  

Our work on the Strategic Plan for Professional Ministries process, which has led to the 

Ministerial Fellowship Committee’s commitment to reviewing all of their ministerial 

competencies, has been supported directly by the UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock.  

http://www.uua.org/news/pressroom/pressreleases/290500.shtml
http://www.uua.org/news/pressroom/pressreleases/290057.shtml
http://www.uua.org/news/pressroom/pressreleases/289076.shtml
http://www.uua.org/news/pressroom/pressreleases/289040.shtml
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/rev-peter-morales/while-government-shuts-do_b_4064234.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/rev-peter-morales/while-government-shuts-do_b_4064234.html
http://www.thenewatlantis.com/publications/science-and-the-search-for-meaning
http://www.thenewatlantis.com/publications/science-and-the-search-for-meaning
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2014/jan/06/religion-atheist-minister-radio-4-barred
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2014/jan/06/religion-atheist-minister-radio-4-barred
http://www.bostonmagazine.com/news/article/2013/08/27/tim-dechristopher-divine-intervention/
http://www.bostonmagazine.com/news/article/2013/08/27/tim-dechristopher-divine-intervention/
http://m.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2014/01/a-16-year-old-reflects-on-the-sex-ed-classes-she-took-at-6-and-13/283202/
http://us7.campaign-archive2.com/?u=59df994d201c15cf863be6e88&id=de221075a6&e=3a5014ddf3
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The UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock has particularly enabled us to have a more 

professional-quality communications presence. This includes updates made to our heavily-

trafficked blogs, as well as graphic design for brochures and other public communications. 

Enhancing and upgrading our quality of external communications is mission-critical for 

sustaining our credibility with our constituency (who have high expectations), and in having 

our message cut through the clutter of information overload. 

The UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock has provided critical support to sustain the social 

justice priorities of the UUA, particularly as the Association grapples with decreased staffing and 

financial resources. Thanks to the UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock, we can devote other 

funding to initiatives that complement social justice work and participation in multicultural and 

interfaith coalitions.  

Furthermore, the UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock provides the only dedicated funding the 

UUA receives for our shareholder advocacy work. Shareholder Advocacy requires significant 

resources to support the work of the Socially Responsible Investment Committee and a 

significant time commitment from the Treasurer and the Assistant to the Treasurer. Our ability 

to sustain the current level of advocacy much less increase the level would be significantly 

crippled without this support. 

Conclusion 

Thanks to the generous financial support of the UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock, the UUA 

has been able to create programs that support our congregations and promote our liberal 

religious values to the world. The generosity of the UU Veatch Program at Shelter Rock is a key 

component to continuing our exciting work. Together we have the passion, the compassion, the 

spirit, and the determination to face the tests of our times. We can ensure that our religious 

movement continues to grow and thrive. Our shared values, and the support of the UU Veatch 

Program at Shelter Rock, will help us create a better world. 
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Vision for Unitarian Universalism: Innovation 
Our Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA) is poised to innovate within our UU movement. As 

a national organization we are able to find new ways to reach out to UU individuals and 

congregations where they are, to form connections, and to provide necessary resources. And as 

one of few national progressive religious voices, we also provide a faith-based perspective on 

the moral issues of our day. 

As part of this role, we seek to align our programmatic work with our core values, our strategic 

vision, and our understanding of how organizations change. We also seek to model this 

understanding. For example, this year we created the “Program and Strategy Office,” a new 

division designed to bring about greater collaboration among key program groups as well as to 

advance specific innovative strategic initiatives responding to changes in the religious 

environment. The staff groups included in Program and Strategy are: Ministries and Faith 

Development, Multicultural Growth and Witness, Congregational Life, the International Office, 

the College of Social Justice, and Growth Strategies. The work of each staff group is detailed 

within the Fiscal Year 2014 report that precedes this proposal. 

Another exciting way we are embracing innovation is through our move from our historic 

headquarters at 25 Beacon Street in Boston to 24 Farnsworth, in a new area of Boston known as 

the Innovation District. This move is all about a culture change, challenging our staff to think 

outside the box and to collaborate in new and exciting ways in order to provide the best 

possible service to our congregations and our world.  

We realized that our physical move within Boston, the rapid change in the religious landscape—

notably the steep rise of those who are rejecting traditional forms of religion—and this time of 

rapid global change in communication technologies all combined to provide us with a unique 

opportunity to focus our message and our outreach. We must shift to more interactive media 

and to reach out to those outside our movement who share our hopes and values. We are also 

looking to change the nature of our interaction with UUs from developing products they 
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passively consume (UU World, pamphlets, Skinner House books) to direct and interactive 

contact using electronic media.  

One of our strategies is to rebrand our Association with an updated logo, tagline, and mission 

statement. These tools are based on much deeper work with our constituents to concisely 

convey to all who we are, what we do and why it matters. With a guiding framework built on 

our values, on our unique voice and personality, we will use these tools and strategies to engage 

in more dynamic ways with our constituents and to begin to engage with potential seekers 

more readily.  

Our UUA is proud to be at the forefront of innovations in ministry and worship, supporting 

growth and depth in our congregations. Our work during the next year will continue to support 

creative leadership; use cutting-edge technology; and foster community interdependence. 

Supporting Creative Leadership 

Our multicultural leadership conferences, Mosaic Makers and Finding Our Way Home, advance 

the skills and build the community necessary for a transformative social movement, if Unitarian 

Universalism and UUs are to be relevant and effective as a faith community in the 21st century. 

We will continue to develop and expand these initiatives in FY15. 

In collaboration with the UU Ministers Association (UUMA) and leading business school faculty, 

we are developing a training program in that will help our creative ministers be effective 

innovators. We look forward to sharing more about this program as it develops. 

We are building youth and young adult leaders through new programming like the Summer 

Seminary. We are ensuring that our military chaplains are equipped to lead in their field. We are 

building up our networks of leaders, both youth leaders (through Luminary Leaders, Summer 

Seminary, GA Youth Caucus, and local leadership schools) and professional leaders (ministry 

professionals, young religious professionals, and campus ministers).  

Congregational Life staff will shift programming even more in the direction of creating learning 

communities between and among our congregations. We will develop a comprehensive set of 
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strategies to connect with UUs beyond our congregational walls. And Growth Strategies Staff 

will work with regional staff and board leadership to connect with emerging congregations and 

experimental communities, while developing a harmonized pathway for these communities to 

develop a sustainable relationship with our UUA.  

Using Cutting-Edge Technology 

Our UUA staff dedicate considerable time to creating connections between congregations and 

individual UUs. We have over 100,000 “Likes” across our various Facebook pages. Combined, 

the UUA sends out just over 2 million emails a year via newsletters, subscriptions, and listservs. 

We also connect people via blogs, Twitter, and our UUA.org website. This is on top of 

programmatic connections through programs and initiatives such as Leap of Faith, 

regionalization, retreats, and General Assembly.  

A major future goal (anticipated August 2014) is to have an upgraded website that is outward 

facing, clearer in its messaging, simpler, cleaner and more attractive in design, and structured 

for more contemporary usage. This website will allow us to create a “membership” section in 

which individuals can create a profile, sign up for MeetUps, create discussion groups, and 

upload their own material, thus making it an interactive, and not just passive, site allowing for 

customization of use.  

We expect to expand our virtual Renaissance trainings for religious educators, experiment with 

hybrid trainings (part face-to-face, part virtual), and to produce a new module in Family 

Ministry, which may be co-facilitated by training ministry teams (religious educators and 

ministers) and offered to participating ministry teams. 

Our Faith Development Office will focus more on empowering religious professionals, 

congregations, UU communities, and seekers to shape their own spiritual journey. To do this, we 

need to provide access to a myriad of resources, allowing for multiple entry points and varying 

ways to engage with material (e.g. as an individual online, in a workshop in the congregation, 

through small group ministry, as part of a virtual community). To this end, we will use the idea 

of curation to create portals of access to topics important to living a spiritual life. These websites 

can highlight the many resources that already exist in the UU and non-UU world. We will also 
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draw from the wealth of experience from the field by directing seekers to curated websites 

created by UUs in congregations, districts, and regions. 

An additional piece to empowering people is training. We plan to offer monthly webinars, 

starting in January 2014, on various topics for religious educators, families and seekers. We also 

will continue with revising Our Whole Lives, turning next to OWL 4/6. Plans are underway to 

expand the OWL series by adding Our Whole Lives for Older Adults in 2014/15 fiscal year.  

The UUA’s Youth and Young Adults Ministries Office (YaYA) embraces a vision of young adult 

ministry that is as diverse as the young adults we serve. This includes blogging, webinars, and 

social networking platforms, as well as more traditional forms of email, congregationally-based 

communication, and publications. We hope to push the boundaries of current thinking in how to 

communicate through technology in the coming year (e.g. smart phone apps, social networking 

beyond Facebook, podcasts, etc.). We will continue to communicate through our blog, social 

media, and our Future of Faith series on trends in religious life.  

A key goal for the year is to define and build the systems needed to support the UUA’s new 

messaging and communications strategy that will appeal to like-minded young adults. To that 

end, we are replacing our costly cloud-based content management system, used to publish our 

websites and intranet, in favor of an open source solution called Drupal. This will permit us to 

design far more social and interactive features into our online offerings and bring most of our 

online publishing activities into a single platform to make it easy to share resources while 

reducing operating costs. Use of the online publishing system will be so easy as to allow content 

authors and curators to focus on content rather than mastery of tools. 

One of the Standing on the Side of Love (SSL) campaign’s longstanding goals is to continue 

reaching larger audiences both within and outside of Unitarian Universalism. The campaign 

specifically includes an interfaith focus, and targeted outreach to those who identify as spiritual 

but not religious. Consequently, a measure of success is engaging these populations through 

social media, online activism, and on-the-ground actions. 
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During the coming fiscal year, our International Resources Office will focus on developing and 

curating resources for international engagement, including website improvements and a series 

of videos about UU origin stories. We will develop international sabbatical and volunteer 

opportunities, partner with Meadville Lombard to hold an annual Global Leadership 

Conference, and engage the talents of our UUA staff to work with partners in support of our 

global movement. 

Fostering Community Interdependence 

A quick glance at our major initiatives shows how they align with our deepest religious values, 

assessment of our situation, and our beliefs on how the UUA can best lead change by working 

collaboratively and building connections between various entities. 

Our Congregations and Beyond initiatives are aimed at shifting our focus toward reaching 

beyond existing congregations to include new forms of community and people who are not now 

members of our congregations. 

Our new Mentor program through the Professional Development staff will provide us with 

fertile ground for experimenting and adjusting. Our larger goal with this program is to shift the 

current culture to one in which mentoring and formation are seen as life-long endeavors, 

practiced and embodied throughout one’s ministry. Additionally, having a trained cadre of lead 

mentors who not only understand their role with candidates and ministers in preliminary 

fellowship, but also understand the expectations placed on a mentor, will aid the Ministerial 

Credentialing and Professional Development Office in making recommendations to mentees. 

This has the potential to allow us to facilitate healthy matches especially between mentors and 

candidates/ministers of color from traditionally marginalized communities. With 26 Lead 

Mentors trained, our expectation is that at the end of two years, we’ll have a pool of 192 to 240 

trained mentors committed to communities of practice and embodying a clear set of 

expectations that will allow them to fulfill their role as well as continue the work of culture shift. 

For the coming fiscal year, Standing on the Side of Love (SSL) plans to continue expanding its 

resources for the fourth annual Thirty Days of Love in 2015. Each year SSL features increased 

youth, family, and young adult offerings, and expects that to continue in FY 2015. SSL 
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incorporated feedback from participants of the past two Thirty Days campaigns, in particular by 

offering resources much farther in advance. Now that two successful Thirty Days of Love have 

been completed, and a third year is in motion, SSL has ascertained that it is a program that UUs 

and others find valuable and want to see continue. SSL is strengthening it in sustainable ways. 

SSL’s roots are in marriage equality efforts, and this past year we saw an incredible surge in 

state based freedom to marry efforts! UUs have had leading roles in passing LGBTQ and 

marriage equality initiatives in several states. SSL will continue to support UUs on the ground as 

they work to gain the freedom to marry for same-gender couples in every state. In addition, we 

supported an even more robust and truly interfaith online Transgender Day of Remembrance 

vigil in November 2013, in partnership with Transfaith and the Church of the Larger Fellowship, 

and will continue to partner with them for this meaningful service in future years. SSL also 

expects to work more closely with UU partners on voting rights work. 

In our engagement with UU congregations, we will seek to increase awareness about the 

Holdeen India Program and build relationships between congregations engaged in social justice 

work in the US and our partners in India. This will include taking members of at least two 

congregations to meet with partner groups in India through the College of Social Justice.  

We will continue to work in the same thematic areas in India over the year ahead but partners 

will seek to expand the numbers of those with whom they are working, take on new campaigns 

and strategic litigation, and identify new forms of exploitation and abuse. Specifically, they will 

seek to make major breakthroughs in raising the wages of tea garden workers in eastern India, 

increase and ensure proper expenditure of government budget allocations intended for tribal 

and Dalit (those once known as untouchables) communities, uphold the rights of tribal 

communities to clean water from local rivers, raise awareness in tribal communities about their 

rights to local self-governance, and protect the rights of women laboring in homes as domestic 

servants, on construction sites, and in farming. 


